Qi Retreat – Zen Conscious Intelligence Unveiled

The Qi Retreat led by Zen Master Shi DeRu on Ridges Over Lake Lodge on top of the rolling hills of the beautiful Blue Ridge Lake Mountains, September 29 thru October 2nd is designed for those who wish to tap into the fountain of self-nature and intelligence within for creativity and innovation and empowering immune system, healing intelligence.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- The Qi Retreat conducted by Shi DeRu, on Ridges Over Lake Lodge on top of the rolling hills of the beautiful Blue Ridge Lake Mountains, on September 29 thru October 2nd, focuses on conscious healing with Joy here and now. The retreat is designed for those who wish to tap into the fountain of self-nature and intelligence within for creativity and innovation and empowering immune system, cleansing, healing intelligence.

The main topics at the retreat will be Zen conscious awakening meditation and Zen Taigong. The retreat is to open one's Qi channel and expand one's inner consciousness from superficial consciousness of three dimensional world to N dimensional emptiness of infinite wisdom, point of zero entry of unlimited and infinite intelligent possibilities.

Shaolin Institute will introduce each of us to meditate at the Blueridge mountain top where we see emptiness and space of nothingness in connection with pure consciousness in N dimension of energy waves in resonance with the universe consciousness," said Mr. Mansor, Shaolin Institute instructor, "from that pure Zen transcendence," continues the instructor, "we shall see beyond three dimensions of physical being - invisible Qi of conscious reality of the cosmos to which we are all part."

"Please see Sen meditation and TaiGong at this retreat," says DeRu, the Zen Master, "as a zero point of entry to healing and empowering to get access to high consciousness, that is into transcendence of Zen consciousness."

With High consciousness in N dimension of emptiness to superior wisdom, one sees the point of zero entry of unlimited and infinite intelligent possibilities which embrace the highest level of energy vibration waves, according to the Zen Master.

"The Qi Retreat is for those who wish to tap into the fountain of self-nature and intelligence within for creativity and innovation, empowering immune system, healing intelligence within." said the Zen Master, "and for those who wish to tap into and reconnect to universe intelligence, leaving all physical only dimensional world in time and space."

It is also beneficial for those who wish to tap into the fountain of youth in inner Qi plain-field in energy vibration of that sound frequency in resonance with that of the universe, Ms. Feng, the manager of the event explained.

The Zen Master insisted that his job is to lead and guide each individual to reconnect from the entrance of zero point of Zen - empty space to infinite intelligence of superior consciousness of great potentiality.

The retreat seizes moment in time-space when and where one leaves the three dimension of physical world to see beyond the physical being. It is from the moment of Zen consciousness that is opening positive Qi channels to see self-nature unveiled to access infinite universe intelligence and wisdom within.
For more info please visit www.shaolin-world.net.
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